Organizes and invites you to participate at the
EUROPEAN QUALITY WEEK 2014 in SERBIA
With the motto:

“Winning through Quality”

WITHIN WHICH WILL BE ORGANIZED:

1. 18th International Annual YUSQ Conference "Nacional Strategy for Quality Improvement" (Prof. dr G. Uscebrka)
2. 11th Special Conference "Integrated Management Systems" (Prof. dr Bata Kamberovic)
3. 11th Conference of Yusq Committee for Quality Improvement in Process Industry "Q/E/O M in Process Industry" (V. Gavrilovic)
4. 11th Annual Conference National Academy for Quality "Current Research in Quality Field – State of the Art" (Prof. dr V. Majstorovic)
5. 7th Conference STC for IT "Q and IT" (Prof. dr V. Radlovacki)
7. Exhibitions and Presentations

18th – 20th, November 2014, Novi Sad
www.jusk.rs
e-mail: just@EUnet.rs